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	A shell is a sophisticated way to control your computer—Unix, Linux, Microsoft Windows,
	Mac OS X, and others. If you do more than the most basic operations, you can do many of them
	more powerfully and quickly with a shell and your keyboard than by using a mouse.


	The history of shells goes back some 30 years. In the early days of the Unix operating system,
	choosing and customizing your interface to a computer was a new idea. (It still is new to many
	people today, users of “one-size-fits-all” window systems that can be changed only superficially.)
	Before windows and a mouse were common, programmers began developing an interface that
	used the keyboard: typing one or a few words to run programs, then reading results from the
	same screen. As time went on, more shells were developed, giving users more choices.


	New features have been added continually over the years, making the modern shell an
	incredibly rich environment that saves power users hours of time and frustration. Tasks that
	take lots of repetitive work with a mouse can be automated. For example, shell features such as
	completion let you accomplish a lot with little typing.


	A shell can work in two ways. You can use it interactively to do things by hand. You can also
	automate a task by packaging those same operations into a script or function. Learning shell
	features lets you do both of those because a shell is a user interface and a programming language in
	one.


	The shells we discuss run on many operating systems. What you learn about shells will let
	you use all of these operating systems in the same way. If you use more than one operating
	system, a shell gives you a powerful and familiar interface to all of them.


	There are several major shells. Because each has its differences, covering all of the shells
	could make a book that’s both confusing and unwieldy. We’ve concentrated on bash and zsh,
	two of the most modern and powerful shells. Both are freely available; in fact, they’re installed
	on many of the systems we’ve listed and can be downloaded from the Internet for the rest.
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Email Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2008
This book is your guide to understanding the full marketing potential and impact that email can offer to you or your company. It strives to broaden your mind about the opportunities this amazing communication channel offers, and it provides ways to redefi ne the strategic uses of email as an effective marketing vehicle. And it also, we hope,...
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Grid Computing: Towards a Global Interconnected Infrastructure (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2011

	Grid Computing was a vision of using and sharing computers and data in the early
	1990s. The integration, coordination, and sharing of computer resources which are
	geographically disperse among different physical domains and organizations
	became an every day reality. This emerging infrastructure aims to provide a mechanism
	for sharing...
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Shrink Yourself: Break Free from Emotional Eating ForeverJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Studies show that the reason why many people gain weight—and keep it on—is emotional eating, not physical eating. Now Dr. Roger Gould, a psychotherapist and a leading authority on emotional eating, shows how to overcome fear, anxiety, and other stresses and stop using food as an over-the-counter tranquilizer that can cause weight gain....
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Server+ Certification Training Kit (Pro Technical Reference)Microsoft Press, 2001
The Server+ credential is the newest certification developed by CompTIA, the Computing Technology Industry Association, and this self-paced training kit provides in-depth exam preparation for IT professionals moving up from entry-level or A+ status. The SERVER+ CERTIFICATION TRAININGKIT delivers a thorough, vendor-neutral study of hardware-related...
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Heterogeneous Cellular NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A timely publication providing coverage of radio resource management, mobility management and standardization in heterogeneous cellular networks


	The topic of heterogeneous cellular networks has gained momentum in industry and the research community, attracting the attention of standardization bodies such as 3GPP LTE and IEEE...
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Financial Statement Analysis: A Practitioner's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	An updated guide to the essential discipline of financial statement analysis In Financial Statement Analysis, Fourth Edition, leading investment authority Martin Fridson returns with Fernando Alvarez to provide the analytical framework you need to scrutinize financial statements, whether you're evaluating a company's stock price or...
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